Something Old,
Something New,
Something
Borrowed &
Something Blue
Believe it or not,
Cars for Stars can
help you
with this adage.
Something old
You can expect
good old-fashioned
courtesy and
service when you
order your wedding
cars through us.
Something new
Our late model
stretched
limousines and
luxury wedding
cars.
Something
Borrowed
Our chauffeur. Sorry
our chauffeur is
only on loan
for the duration of
your wedding hire.

Wedding Poems & Quotes
“ Two souls with but a single thought,
two hearts that beat as one.”
Friedrich Halm
“I love you not for what you are,
but for what I am when I am with you.”
Roy Croft

Wedding Cars

“ To love someone deeply
gives you strength.
Being loved by someone deeply
gives you courage.”
Lao Tzu

In Lincolnshire and Peterborough

“Grow old along with me
the best is yet to be.”
Robert Browning
“Live the life you’ve dreamed!”
Henry David Thoreau
“Quality is remembered long after
the price is forgotten”
Gucci

Something Blue
A popular choice is
our top of the
range, long wheel
base Mercedes
S500L….in blue!

Going The Extra Miles
Weddings are a time for tradition and Cars for Stars firmly embraces the
value of good old-fashioned service and courtesy. We want your day to
be a special day and your wedding cars are an essential component of
the day.
So you can expect us to go the extra mile, to tailor our service to your
needs and to be a willing participant as a privileged ‘extra’ guest on
your wedding day.
If you want something specific on your day and it is within our power to
provide it, we will
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Attention to detail
Cars for Stars know how important your wedding
day is! You can book with confidence, knowing
that every detail relating to your wedding
transportation will be attended to. Part of our
detailed approach is to check the route where
necessary to minimise the risk of a hold up on the
day.

WeddingCars
Although we have other vehicles, we specialise
in providing late model, stretched limousines.
Our latest investment is a new white American
stretched limousine allowing the bride to arrive
at the church in eye catching style. This
investment is a testament to our commitment
to detail.

OtherCars
Our fleet includes a black stretched limousine,
which is perfect for the groom and other guests,
the latest model long wheel base Mercedes
S500L and a black Range Rover.

The Bridal Car

This normally includes:• Uniformed Chauffeur
• Time permitting, one or more journeys to transport
bridesmaids or family
• Collection of the Bride and Escort
• Elegant rear window floral display
• White or coloured ribbons and bows
• Photographs of the Bridal Car
Where the church or venue is some distance from the pick
up address, then it may be appropriate to hire a second
vehicle. This will allow for the transportation of the
Bridesmaids, Best Man and perhaps the parents of the Bride
and Groom.
The above is a ‘typical’ arrangement. We also have special
inclusive packages for weddings on a budget. However we
would be delighted to provide a tailored plan for your
specific wedding transportation needs.

Our Commitment

We only use our wedding cars once on any single day, which
allows for flexibility if you require the cars for a longer period of
time for photographs or additional transport.
We have invested substantially in our vehicles as well as in our
chauffeurs to ensure that your transportation needs are dealt
with smoothly on the day.
We aim to deliver an efficient service, reliability and value. We do
not however, commit to being the cheapest!

